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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Sz c RN (N> 2) be a bounded domain. We consider the superlinear 
elliptic boundary value problem 
-Au-(u+)“-ht=h in Q 
u=o on asz, 
where u + = max(u,O},l<p<(N+2)/(N-2) if Na3, and l<p<cc if 
N = 2, h E L’(Q) is given, and 1 E [w is a parameter. Let &, i E fV, denote the 
eigenvalues of 
-Av=;lo in Q 
v=o on aa. 
If 2 < A,, then Eq. (1) is a superlinear Ambrosetti-Prodi problem in the 
sense that the nonlinearity f(s) = (s+)~ + 2s crosses the first eigenvalue A,, 
i.e., f’( - co) = A < 1, <f’( + co) = +co. (A. Ambrosetti and G. Prodi [2] 
considered the case 0 <f’( - co ) < 1, <f’( + co) < A,.) This problem (under 
a more general hypothesis on the nonlinearity) has been considered by 
several authors (see [l, 4-7]), who obtained results of the following type: 
Let e, be the (positive and normalized) eigenfunction corresponding to 
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2, and let h, EL*(Q) satisfying In h,e, IAx= be given. Then there exist 
constants T, < T, such that Eq. ( 1) with h = te, + h, has at least two 
solutions for t < T, and no solution for t > Tz. 
In the case A> A, the nonlinearityfdoes not cross 1,. This case was con- 
sidered by the authors in [lo] for the corresponding ODE 
--U’-(n+)P-iz4=fsinx, XE (0, n) 
u(0) = u(n) = 0. 
(3) 
Using bifurcation methods the following result was proved: 
Assume that 1~ (&, A,+ 1). Then (3) has for t 20 at least 2k+2 
solutions. 
We note that this result establishes a connection between the number of 
solutions and the number of eigenvalues which are not crossed by the non- 
linearity f(s) = (s + )” + 2s. 
For PDEs with superlinear nonlinearities which do not cross Ai (i.e., 
which interfere only partially with the spectrum of -A) no multiplicity 
results are known. We note that the bifurcation method used in [lo] can- 
not be applied to (1) since it relies on the nodal properties of solutions of 
ODES. Here we will employ variational methods to study (1) to obtain the 
following result. 
THEOREM. Leti>Eb,,L#Lj,VjjE. Then,forh,EC(Q)withJ,h,e,=O 
given, there exists a constant T(h,) such that for t > T there exist at least 
two solutions of (1) with h = te, + h, . 
The variational tool we use to prove this theorem is the Generalized 
Mountain Pass Theorem by P. H. Rabinowitz [S, 91. 
2. FUNCTIONAL SETTING 
Instead of studying (1) we consider the modified equation 
-Au-((u-ae,+h”,)+)P-~u=O in Q 
u=o on X2 
(4) 
where h”,=(-A-l)-‘h, and cc>0 is chosen such that 
--cte, + (-A -I)-‘h, ~0 in Q. Note that (4) then admits the trivial 
solution u=O. Furthermore, if u is a solution of (4), then 
w=u-cre,+(-A-A)-lh,l solves 
-Aw-(w+)P--w=(-A-IE)(-cle,+(-A-~)-’h,)=(I-1,)cre,+h,, 
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i.e., w  is a solution of (1) for t = (2 -AI) CC. To prove the theorem it 
therefore suffices to find a nontrivial solution of (4). 
Let E= HA(G) with norm l/u)12 = [D IVu12. We consider the following 
functional I: E + [w given by 
Note that critical points of Z are weak solutions of (4), and that u E 0 is a 
critical point of Z with Z(0) = 0. We shall show that Z has another critical 
value cr > 0, which will yield a second solution of (4). To establish the 
existence of this second critical value we use the following generalization 
due to P. H. Rabinowitz [9] of the Mountain Pass Theorem of Ambrosetti 
and Rabinowitz [3]. 
GENERALIZED MOUNTAIN PASS THEOREM. Let E= We.%‘, where W is a 
finite dimensional subspace, and let ZE C’(E, Iw) satisfy the Palais-Smale 
condition (PS), see Lemma 1. Let B, = {xe El llxll co}. Suppose that Z 
satisfies 
(a) there are constants p, /? > 0 such that II as, n x 2 b, and 
(b) there is a UE 8B, n X and R > p such that if Q := (B, n W)@ 
{sv;O<s<R}, then Zl,,<O. 
Then Z has a critical value c > /? which can be characterized as 
where Z= {h,C(Q, E):h(u)=u ifue8Q). 
3. (PS) AND A TECHNICAL LEMMA 
LEMMA 1. The functional I: E -+ [w defined above satisfies the 
Palais-Smale condition (PS); i.e., zf (u,) c E is a sequence such that Z(u,) is 
bounded and Z’(u,) + 0, then (u,) has a convergent subsequence. 
Proof: Let (u,) c E be a sequence such that IZ(u,)l < M for some con- 
stant M and Z’(u,) + 0. We have 
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;f(un)un=;j lvu,,q la,l”-~r((U,-Ze,+~,)+~pll,, 
=;j ,vu,12-;j ,un12--;j ((U,-ae, +h”,)+y+I 
+;jo u,-ae,+h,)+)P(-ae,+K,). 
Subtracting these two equations we have 
I~(~“)-tl’(%J%zI <Iv+& II~“II, vn > N(E), 
and hence 
(G&) L ((U,-ae,+K,)+)p+l 
+;ju u,-ael+h”,)+)P(ae,-K,)<M+~ IIu,I/. 
We claim that /Iu, I/ CC, Vn E N. To prove this, assume to the contrary 
that Ilu, II + +co for n + +co. From the above estimate we then have 
1 
II&I II I+l,p I 
n ((4-w +h)+Y+l< ,lu~~pAf!l~,p+j$+-+ 0 
” n ll+CC 
andhence(1/~~u,~~)((u,-ae,+~)+)P--t.,,OinL’f1’P.Byassumptionwe 
have 
Dividing by IIu,, 11 and writing u, = u,/jIu, 11 we get 
Since ((~,-ae,+h”,)+)~/II~,ll +n+aoO in L’+‘lp and hence in HP’ we 
obtain that u, + u in HA and 
(-A-l)u=O. 
Since ~~zI~~ = 1 and 1 is not an eigenvalue, we obtain a contradiction. 
Hence u, is bounded in E and has therefore a convergent subsequence in 
Lp+ I. Then, ((u, - ael + K, )’ )” converges strongly in L’ + ‘lp c H- ’ and 
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hence --Au, converges strongly in H- ’ (for subsequences) from which we 
conclude the strong convergence of (u,) (for a subsequence) in E. 1 
Next we shall construct a function u which we shall need in the 
application of the generalized mountain pass theorem. 
LEMMA 2. Let A E (Aj,, I,, I), for some jcz N. Then there exist v E E with 
11011 L2= 1 and an R > 0 satisfying the following. 
(I) JnVv*Veidx=O, 1 <i<j, 
(II) R2(I-/Ij)>s IVvl*dx, 
(III) (Rz+v)’ f 0, VZE W=span{e,,...,ej} with s lzl*< 1. 
ProoJ We first prove the lemma for Q c RN (N> 3). 
Let Tk = (0, ~/k)~, and let uk(x) = (2k/rc)“” sin kx, 1. * sin kx, be the first 
eigenfunction of -A 1 Tk with jTk v: = 1. Then jrk lVo, 1’ = iV* k*. Further- 
more max vk = (2k/n)“‘*. Let M= maxn {z E WI In z* < 1 }. 
We now choose k so large that we can place j+ 1 disjoint cubes 
Ti,..., Ti+l in 52, and that furthermore k satisfies 
N (j+ l)nNM2 N-2 
n-lj 2N 
<k . (5) 
We denote by vi, i= l,..., j+ 1, the functions 
vi= 
I 
vi = first eigenfunction of - A I fi, XET; 
0, XE!~- Ti, 
Cereil y&l; = 1, i = 1 ,..., j+ 1. Note that V’E HA(Q)), and that 
,..., J + 1. Since these vectors vi, i= l,..., j+ 1, are 
linearly independent, they span a subspace V of E of dimension j+ 1. 
Hence, V contains a vector v with ssa Vu * Ve, = 0, i = l,..., j, and 11 VII Lo = 1. 
This follows easily by construction or (if one prefers) by the Borsuk-Ulam 
theorem. We can write v as v = c{‘: mivi, and hence we can find an 
iE {l,..., j+ l} such that 1~1~1’ > l/(j+ 1). We can assume that cli > 
l/&x otherwise, we replace v by -v. Hence, maxg v 2 
(l/&i)(2k/rc)“l’. 
Now, by (5) we can choose an R satisfying 
N.k* 
--CR*< 
kN.2N 
A - Aj (j+ 1) rP.M*’ 
It is clear by the above that this R satisfies (II) and (III) of the lemma. 
Thus Lemma 2 is proved for N > 3. 
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In the case N = 2, we see that we can choose a S-neighbourhood N, of 
aa such that 
satisfies 
1-A. 22 
Jp<J 
2 7c2(j+ 1)’ 
(6) 
Now we choose k so large that we can place disjoint squares Ti,..., TV ’ 
in NJ&S) A Sz. Then we can as above obtain a function u satisfying 
ja VvVe, = 0, i = l,..., j, with maxo v 2 (l/&i)(2k/n)“/2. If we now 
choose R such that 
Nk2 
-<R2< 
22. k2 
A- Aj (j+ 1) 7rZ.M2’ 
which is possible by (6), we see that (II) and (III) of Lemma 2 are again 
satisfied. 1 
4. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
We are now in a position to show that hypotheses (a) and (b) of the 
Generalized Mountain Pass Theorem hold for our functional I with 
suitable choices of the spaces W, X and the set Q. 
Verification of (a). Let HA(s2) = E= W@ X with W := spante,,..., e,} 
and X := WI. We have to find constants p, fi >O such that VU E X with 
lI4I = p: I(u) > p. 
In fact, for u E X we have 
a; l-- ( > A ll~l12-C I141P+1 Aj+l 
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by the Sobolev imbedding theorem. Since A < Aj+ i and p > 1, we have for 
p= [lull = [(1/4c)(l -A/Aj+,)]“(p-ll) that 
Verification of(b). We define Q as follows, with r > p/llull to be chosen, 
Q:=~~[{~EW~~~W~~~~~R}~{S~~O~S~~}], 
where u and R are as given by Lemma 2. We note that this Q is of a 
slightly different form than in (b), but it is easily seen that this Q is 
admissible. 
We have to show that for a suitable r > p/llujl we have II,, < 0. We write 
aQ= (J:=, A,, where 
A, := {WE WI Ilw(lL&rR} 
A,:={w+rsuIw~ W, IIwIIL2=rR,0<s<1} 
A, := {w+ruI we W, IIwllt2<rR}. 
Now, for w  E A,, we have 
On A,, Z takes the form 
Z(w+rsu)=ij lV(w+rsu)12-~[ lw+r.su12 
-j&J ((w+ mu-ae, +h”,)+)p+’ 
with 0 < s c 1 and II wII p = rR. We can estimate 
Z(w+rsu)<kJ IV(w+rsu)l’-i/ lw+rsul’ 
<i(Ij-I,)r2R2+i llul12r2 
=kr2((Lj--1) R2+ Ilt~l(~)<O, Vr 2 0 by Lemma 2(11). 
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Finally, on A3 we have 
z(w+ru)=;[ Iv(w+ru),2-;[ Iw+ru(2 
-$-J((w+ru-zr,+/;,)+)i’+~ 
C$2( II+if lul’) 
rP+ 1 
1 K 
!!+,-p 
cle,+h”, + p+’ 
-- 
p+ln r r H 
(7) 
Let z = w/r. Since llzllL2 < R, we know by Lemma 2(111) that z + u > 0 on 
some set of positive measure. Since furthermore sup., t n( (ae i - h”, )/r) -+ 0 
for r -+ +co, we can find an r. and a 6 > 0 such that 
J cc ae,+h, + p+’ z+u-- 3 6, Vr>r,. P r >) 
Since p > 1 we see from (7) that there exists rI > r. such that Z(w + ru) < 0. 
We have shown that all hypothesis of the Generalized Mountain Pass 
Theorem are satisfied. Hence we obtain a second critical value of I. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
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